Insight into molecular changes of the FIX protein in a series of Italian patients with haemophilia B.
Deficiency or dysfunction of factor IX FIX leads to haemophilia B (HB), an X-linked, recessive, bleeding disorder. On a molecular basis, HB is due to a heterogeneous spectrum of mutations spread throughout the F9 gene. In several instances, a cause-effect relation has been elucidated, in others predicted possibilities have been offered by crystallography inspection and by software-constructed models of the protein. The aim of this study was to contribute to the understanding of HB molecular pathology. The F9 missense mutations we identified in 21 unrelated Italian HB patients by direct sequencing of the whole F9 coding regions were inspected for the causative effect they provoked on the ensuing transcript, and on the protein structure. Each alteration was studied in order to: (i) characterize the defect on the basis of the nature of the mutation; (ii) identify the predicted defect that is induced in the gene and (iii) speculate about the potential, detrimental effects which upset the protein functionality through an idealized FIX model. The resulting data may further contribute to the comprehension of the mechanisms underlying the disease.